
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Saturday, June 07, 2008 2:30 PM PT 
To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Shunit; Mossad; 'rod.ward@skadden.com'; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American 
Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Office of the Israeli 
Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; United 
States Justice Department; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; Hilary-Bill 
DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; 
jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; 'Senator@McCain.senate.gov'; US Navy Vice Admiral John Stufflebeem; 
President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: Extinction is not a bad thing! 
 

just3ants.com in the process of being updated; the logo most important. 
 
http://www.just3ants.com/dev/index.php  

 
1. Next to shit list think about “contributors to the enlightenment through deafening silence.” 
2. Who section - Next to “resistance” place the words,  “Active Contributors”  
3. Who section – good thing you have made the “mistake” of giving my mother my birth date. 
4. Who section – maybe also include again the shit list and alongside “contributors to the 

enlightenment through deafening silence.” 
5. What is just3ants.com – second para. Add the word “as” in as well as. 
6. Need to redefine “at the expense of the poor hard working masses.” 
7. We need to keep it simple not stupid and Marie and I are working on this, exclusively Marie 

since I am lying down on the slay bed typing and she is sitting up sketching:  
8. Extinction is not a bad thing!  - If you don’t use the non-vacuum space between your ears, 

you lose it, and when you die you wont even notice – Not bad! 
9. What do you think of this “extinction” thinking? 
10. Check out what Marie and I wrote back on December 1

st
, 2002, 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Zquestion%20for%20Albert%20Einstein.htm some 

37 odd days following our most extraordinary court victory on October 24
th

. Marie could 

have condensed it all in to one SHORT, CLEAR sentence which is what you think? 
11. Remember everyone who is corrupt who goes to just3ants.com can only criticize that there 

is nothing there that makes them feel good about themselves. They would all agree it is 

interesting but they won’t explain in black and white which truths bother more than all the 

rest of the truths spelling out their hypocrisy. 
12. Shunit, though is pretty good. I think she is a contributor so far, active. 
13. Us humans know from a very early age that our lifespan this time around is finite. 
14. The look of the website is very “American”- we need to be a little more worldly. 
15. Don’t like moving text at the top of the home page, maybe somewhere else. 
16. Still images should relate to some text, either our emails or just comments which could 

include “cuts outs” from emails. 
17. “systemic” in “what”- systemic erosion of “what”? Maybe soil because they are drilling? 
18. Take off nude painting at bottom of Sammy the pimp Haim and replace it with the photo 

that has a blank rectangle section of that woman with the most beautiful body. Marie is now 

resting and has no idea what I am typing. 
19. The handwritten for Alexis Carrel shouldn’t be handwritten 
20. The donate should be “Pay your dues!” not donate. 
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Will get back to you later with more comments.  
 
n the meantime people like Shunit might have run out of things to do this weekend that are more 
important than making just3ants.com the most desirable website to stay tuned to 24/7 when not 
having wild sex 24/7 
 
Ps – Below is a photo of my mom and dad in January 1968 in Kitzbuel , Austria; Zena still 38 and my 
Dad just 44, and very much on top of his game. 

 
Note how very different my mother looks;  and Bernie appears a little overweight, possibly the most 
overweight he has ever been; slimming down dramatically in the years following the “forced sale” of 
his and his father’s international trading conglomerate The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies. 
 
While Marie works part of the weekend here at the Stone Home deep inside perfect quiet and 
climate Cleveland  National Forest using possibly the INka like designs on both my parents sweaters 
- forget what my mother was thinking when putting over her genuine leopard skin jacket -  for 
just3ants.com fonts as well as t-shirts while critiquing rather very excellently everything else about 
this most “high level” information source, realize that some 10 months later, on October 20th, 1968 
my mother was the most important quest to witness the prenuptial agreement at the wedding of 
her “client” Aristotle Onassis to former first lady Jackie Kennedy who you recall first visited along 
with future President John F. Kennedy American Charles Engelhard at his Camp Chaleur estate in 
Quebec, Canada when Engelhard’s Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer was present to instruct 



JFK exactly what was expected for Engelhard and Oppenheimer rigging the 1960 Presidential 
election beginning with President elect JFK having to pay homage to HO at the Carlyle Hotel located 
on the upper east end of Manhattan; the money laundering and intelligence gathering capital of the 
world for the Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters who serve as the “cushion” for their 
masters the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel. 
 
Not to mention such a wedding ceremony that Ari wanted like he wanted a Mossad bullet fired into 
the back of his head taking place within 5 odd months of Jackie O’s lover, Attorney  General of the 
US Senator Robert F. Kennedy being assassinated by Sirhan Sirhan who left the clearest of clear 
money trails all the way back to Ari who you recall started and ended his career in drug trafficking. 
 
Below is a photo of me looking out the train window on our way from Zurich, Switzerland to Kitzbuel 
Austria 
 

 
 
Although my father was on this trip and possibly took both photos below 



 



and it is his handwriting in dark blue “Zurich to Kitzbuhel  - Dec 1967”; quite different to my mothers 
which is different to my middle brother Melvin’s above, my father never got to meet our one most 
important and highly trustworthy Swiss  banker Mr. Jost; in fact as I have repeated several times 
already my father never even knew Mr. Jost existed until when I relatively recently began to 
broadcast his name; bearing in mind Mr. Jost was also not just a “smokescreen” handling relatively 
small sums of money for Zena but mostly to see who amongst my siblings could be counted on not 
only to keep our mouths shut and not tell our dad but smart enough to question my mother why my 
most trustworthy, so very humble, so beyond belief non-greedy father would be so “kept out of the 
loop”. 
 
Hitler – The great masses will more likely fall victim to a big lie than a small lie! 
 
You know that none of my siblings or my father and certainly not my mother has responded to that 
“money trail” email Marie sent my Dad and siblings on June 7th, 2006, two years ago to the day; not 
to mention tomorrow is the 41st anniversary of Israel’s most calculated attack on the USS Liberty. 
 
Again, read carefully Marie’s 141 odd word email to Bernie: 
 

From: Marie Dion Gevisser  

Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2006 3:43 PM PT 

To: bernieg@tpg.com.au 

Cc: Kathy Gevisser-Danziger - dkdanz@bigpond.net.au; Melvin Gevisser - 

mgevisser@sbcglobal.net; devinstandard@yahoo.com; Neil Gevisser - 

rymedisease@earthlink.net; gevisser@sbcglobal.net 

Subject: Gary's SA flat. 

 

Dear Bernie, 

 

Gary has a knack in exposing the money trails. 
 

Going from one country to the next impossible to trace unless you’re in the 

“know”, intimately involved, i.e. a trusted family member. 

 

It all comes down to money, inheritance for everybody involved all the way 

down to the grandchildren. 

What steps have you taken to make things right with regard to Gary’s flat in 

Seapoint, Cape Town, South Africa? 

Our next move is to start a paper trail of all the monies involved dating back to 

1967 up to this day, from South Africa all the way to Australia via England not to 

mention Mr. Jost in Switzerland. 

 

You and the family might not want all that exposure. It might be simpler to tell 

the truth. 

 

Marie 
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PS – Of course Gary is in full agreement with me regarding this communiqué. 

 

[Word count 141] 
 

[Word count 1273] 

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/lciara-favor.htm


 



 


